
We are a high-conviction bottom-up investment manager focusing on higher dividend yielding Canadian securities that also exhibit dividend 

per share growth and low beta. We believe that the combination of lower risk (i.e. low beta) and higher yield (i.e. higher dividend) maximizes                         

risk-adjusted returns. Our goal is to double the invested capital over 7-10 years with 33-50% of total return coming from dividends¹.                                                        

Our concentrated Quality Growth investment style, combined with a repeatable rule-based risk management system, enables us to focus on 

high dividend and low beta companies (versus the S&P/TSX Composite Index) that seek to increase their dividend per share metrics over the 

coming 5 years, by a rate meaningfully above inflation (i.e. over 2% per annum)². The explicit anomalies we seek to exploit are low beta (i.e. low 

volatility), carry (i.e. dividend yield) and growth (i.e. dividend per share growth). The implicit or secondary benefit this provides the portfolio is 

lower downside capture and improved risk-adjusted return metrics.

Strategy Description

 • Rule-based investment process ensures repeatability and consistency
 • Capital preservation bias with focus on defense especially in flat to down markets
 • Superior risk-adjusted returns
 • Concentrated active management with less than 35 holdings
 • Long-term investment focus keeps emphasis on alpha generation
 • Income via dividends generating 33-50% of total historic return

Why Invest in this Strategy?

Performance (%)

Fund Profile / Montrusco Bolton Equity Income Fund

Style:

Process:
Horizon:

Defensive high dividend yield and 
dividend growth
Rule-based fundamental bottom-up
4-5 years

Number of holdings:
Strategy AUM (CAD):

Benchmark (CAD):

Concentrated, 25-40
$2.119 B as at June 30, 2021

S&P/TSX Composite Index

Annualized Returns as at June 30, 2021 (%)
3 

Months
YTD 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years

10 
Years

Since              
30-Sep-02

Montrusco Bolton Equity Income Fund (CAD) 5.65 13.21 29.24 9.87 9.44 7.99 9.22 8.46 10.32

S&P/TSX Composite Index (CAD) 8.54 17.28 33.85 14.43 10.80 10.70 10.77 7.44 9.46

Added Value -2.90 -4.08 -4.61 -4.56 -1.35 -2.71 -1.55 1.02 0.85

Quartile Ranking (eVestment) 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 3

EQUITY INCOME FUND
June 30, 2021

Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is a risk that invested capital may be lost.
Returns are gross of management fees. Fees, commissions and other charges may negatively impact the net return to an investor.
Sources: Montrusco Bolton Investments Inc. («MBI»), eVestment.
¹  ²  Source: MBI
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Return consistency analysis (%)

Fund Benchmark

MARKET CAPITALIZATION (CAD M) 68,780 69,015

D/E (x) 1.8 1.5
CF/D (x) 0.3 2.9
Net Debt/EBITDA (x) 4.1 1.7

ROE (%) 13.2 9.5
Net Margin (%) 9.9 9.4

5 Yr. EPS Growth (%) 12.7 12.1

LTM P/E (x) 25.4 23.2
NTM P/E (x) 16.9 16.3
P/CF (x) 14.9 13.7
P/BV (x) 2.2 2.2
Dividend Yield (%) 3.0 2.6
PEG (x) 1.4 3.1

ACTIVE SHARE (%) 59.5
BETA 0.91
NUMBER OF HOLDINGS 33 231

GROWTH

VALUATION

FINANCIAL STABILITY

PROFITABILITY

Portfolio characteristics

Statistics %

Annualized outperformance 1.0

Upside capture ratio 78.3

Downside capture ratio 63.3

Fund Benchmark Div. Yield

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA 9.4 6.2 3.4
TORONTO-DOMINION BANK 9.3 5.5 3.6
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA 6.3 3.4 4.5
BROOKFIELD ASSET MANAGEMENT INC. 5.8 3.1 1.0
ENBRIDGE INC. 5.5 3.5 6.6
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY 4.7 3.2 1.8
CONSTELLATION SOFTWARE INC. 4.5 1.3 0.3
WSP GLOBAL INC. 4.3 0.4 1.0
IA FINANCIAL CORP INC. 4.3 0.2 2.9
INTACT FINANCIAL CORPORATION 4.1 0.9 2.0

58.1 27.5

Largest holdings (%)

Statistics (%)

Montrusco Bolton 
Equity Income Fund

S&P/TSX Composite Index

eVestment 
- Canadian Dividend 
Focus Equity

Sector deviation versus the 
Benchmark (%)

This chart indicates a track record of high absolute returns (=Returns) combined with low variance in absolute 
returns (=Standard deviation). It shows how the strategy has performed better than its benchmark with a high level 
of consistency over the past 4 years. - Source: eVestment

Source: MBI, as of June 30, 2021

Source: Bloomberg, as of June 30, 2021

Source: MBI, as of June 30, 2021

Dates: 30-Jun-11 to 30-Jun-21
Sources: MBI, eVestment



The Team behind the Numbers
John Goldsmith has been Portfolio Manager since 2014 and Head of Canadian Equities since 2017. He is the Lead Manager for all 
Canadian equity strategies. He is supported by Kimberly Cheong, Portfolio Manager, and a team which includes another Portfolio 
Manager and 3 dedicated analysts.

Montrusco Bolton Investments Inc., 1501 McGill College Avenue, Suite 1200, Montréal (Québec)  H3A 3M8               
Tel : 514-842-6464 / contactus@montruscobolton.com

Disclosures

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns. Performance may vary in the future from that shown in this presentation for a 
variety of reasons, including market conditions and in response to economic, political and other developments.  Investments are not guaranteed or 
insured by the CDIC or any other government agency and may lose value.

Information in this presentation is obtained from sources that Montrusco Bolton Investments Inc. (« MBI ») considers to be reliable; however, MBI makes 
no representation as to, and accepts no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information. MBI is not and does not 
purport to be an advisor as to legal, taxation, accounting, financial or regulatory matters in any jurisdiction. 

This material is neither an advice nor a recommendation to enter any transaction and it does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any 
security or any other financial instrument.  Any sectors, industries, countries or securities discussed in this presentation are for illustrative purposes only 
and should not be considered as investment recommendations.  There is no guarantee that the same or similar holdings will be purchased or held in 
accounts in the future.  You should not assume that any holding listed herein was or will prove to be profitable.

This material is provided on a confidential basis, is intended only for the use of the authorized recipient and may not be distributed to any 
other person without the prior written consent of MBI. 

Any analyses provided herein are provided to assist the recipient in the evaluation of the matters described herein.  Statements contained in this 
document that are not historical facts reflect our views, beliefs, estimates, projections, opinions and/or current expectations regarding future events.  
Such statements and analyses involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and undue reliance should not be placed on them.  
Various risks and uncertainties may cause actual events to differ materially from current expectations; accordingly, such analyses and statements 
should not be viewed as facts and should not be relied upon as facts or accurate predictions of future events. 

From time to time, the material may contain past specific recommendations of a particular security as a means of discussing the disciplined stock 
selection and portfolio management process. As such, you are entitled to request a list of all recommendations made during the past year including 
the name of each security, date and nature of each recommendation, market price at time of recommendation, price recommendation acted upon and 
most recent market price.  Any past recommendations are not an indication of the results of future recommendations.

The private funds managed and owned by MBI (“Montrusco Bolton Funds”) have different composition, volatility, risk, investment philosophy, holding 
times, and/or other investment-related factors than the referenced benchmarks. Therefore, an investor’s individual results may vary significantly from 
the benchmark’s performance. The referenced benchmarks are not managed portfolios in which individual investors can invest and are not subject to 
advisory fees or trading costs.  The referenced benchmarks’ returns also reflect the reinvestment of dividends.

The S&P/TSX Composite Index is the headline benchmark for the Canadian equity market. It is the broadest in the S&P/TSX family and is the basis for 
multiple sub-indices including but not limited to equity indices, income trust indices, capped indices, GICS indices and market cap-based indices. The 
Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) serves as the distributor of both real-time and historical data for this benchmark.

This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation. It is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where MBI is registered and for accredited 
or institutional investors.


